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International evidence

Over 20 studies in  US, Canada and UK 
provide compelling evidence of school 
libraries’ positive impacts 
on student literacy, reading and learning

Presence of qualified teacher-librarian:

Regardless of how rich or poor a 
community is, students tend to perform 
better on reading tests where, and when, 
their library programs are in the hands of 
endorsed librarians. Furthermore, at 
schools where library programs gain or 
maintain an endorsed librarian when 
school budgets get tight, students tend to 
excel. (Lance & Hofschire, 2012, p.9)



TLs as evidence based practitioners

Use evidence 

• for planning, implementing, evaluating and justifying

managing their library and

Evidence for practice

• underpins their professional approach

• outcomes of what TLs do – more valuable than accounts of what they do 
(Ross Todd, 2009)

For advocacy 

• a solid evidence-base to convincingly support a well reasoned argument

• anecdotes aren’t enough - but they are valuable as illustrations of 
practice (Ann Gillespie, 2014)
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Key finding of the inquiry 
into school libraries and teacher librarians …

There is a fundamental need to collate some hard data to 
ascertain how many teacher librarians there are in 
Australia’s primary and secondary schools; to identify 
where the gaps are; and to start to extrapolate the links 
between library programs, literacy (especially digital 
literacy, which is as important as regular literacy and 
numeracy skills), and student achievement.

(House of Representatives, 2011, p. 118)



What is evidence?
Published analysis The Inquiry into school libraries and teacher librarians

ABS stats
Comparative studies, eg. PISA 
Research reports
Journal articles

Formal data Surveys
Requested feedback
NAPLAN scores
Borrowing statistics
Performance review

Informal data Teacher anecdotes
Student comments
Your observations
Other TLs, eg. forum or blog posts

Intuitive data Reflections
Your thoughts and feelings
Professional hunches

Purposefully gathered data You plan and carry out evaluation, eg: survey

Incidentally encountered data You are alert to data around you, eg: overheard conversation



Advocacy

What is 
advocacy?

 Creating a positive, visible professional identity
 Using evidence - to justify and promote the case for school libraries & TLs 
 Working together – TLs, prof associations, unions
 Identifying and engaging with allies

Advocacy 
allies

Parents, students, principals, teachers
Writers, other professionals
Professional associations - SLAQ, ALIA Schools
Unions – QTU
The Hub
Politicians, public servants

Evidence for 
advocacy

The Inquiry into school libraries and teacher librarians
All kinds of evidence – formal, informal, intuitive

Tools for 
advocacy

ALIA Schools - AITSL Standards for teacher librarian practice & videos
SLAQ, QTU, AASL, LRS Infographic

Strategies for 
advocacy

Regular reports to school admin, P&C
Library events, open days
Media interviews, good news stories
Web presence, forums, online campaigns & petitions
Student and parent letters
Enlisting school library champions – authors, publishers, Softlink
Participating & publicising events – NYR, Book week, Readers Cup 



Language of EBP
Bold, confident, assertive … Instead of …

I am a highly accomplished teacher
I am a professional TL
I have specialist qualifications

I’m only a TL
I’m quite an effective TL
I do a good job 

I enable, facilitate, foster learning I find things for teachers

I promote reading, literacy I read to students

I collaborate, lead, advise I help students, I tell teachers
I do that for the teachers

I make an impact on … by …
I influence  student outcomes by …
I achieved these results … by …

I’m always busy
I never have time to 
I can’t keep up with the shelving

Here is the evidence, data
Research shows that …

It seems to work

I evaluate, assess, I can demonstrate that … I’m not sure why …

I’ll look into it, I’ll inquire I can’t …  I’ve never…

That’s an interesting challenge, opportunity I’d like to, but …
It’s too difficult

I’ll test that idea, Here is a possible solution This might work
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Evidence from 27 Gold Coast schools
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All libraries Gold Coast school 
libraries except one provide some 
literacy and reading activities
However …

 School libraries with a teacher-
librarian generally provide more 
activities

 The six schools with no teacher-
librarian provide the least 
activities (4 or fewer activities)



NAPLAN – 27 Gold Coast schools

Lower student to EFT library staff ratio - higher than NAPLAN national 
mean score for reading and writing 

 even more pronounced for schools with a teacher-librarian 
 the effect is strongest for reading but still significant for writing 
 non-government schools generally perform better than 

government schools

At schools with a qualified teacher-librarian: 
 50% had NAPLAN scores higher than the NAPLAN national mean scores 

for reading and writing for corresponding year group  

At schools without a qualified teacher-librarian:
 School NAPLAN scores were consistently below national mean score 

for NAPLAN reading & writing



Gold Coast Principal’s perceptions of TLs …

Teacher-librarians contribute to student literacy as:

• literacy & curriculum leaders

• collaborative teachers, resource experts, 

• promoters of information and digital/ICT literacy 

• promoters of reading

• peer educators

[TLs] are seen as pedagogical leaders. They work with staff in planning time and 
work with students in class work and individually    (Independent combined school 
principal-a)

[TL role] is critical to literacy development and curriculum support    (Independent 
combined school principal-b)

[TLs] work with school leadership and curriculum team to strategically plan school 
improvements in literacy    (State primary principal)

[TLs] provide inviting, engaging environment to promote a love of learning and 
inquiry through print and ICT    (State secondary principal) 
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We lost our librarian 4 years ago and now we recognise 
the need for one, particularly since the negative growth 
in reading on NAPLAN Year 7-9 declined by 30% from 
2010-2012. Double the percentage of negative growth 
for the previous cohort.

What do you need to achieve literacy goals?
Re-appointment of a teacher librarian.

(State secondary school principal)



Gold Coast principals’ perceptions of school libraries…

93% of the Gold Coast principals consider:
• a school library is necessary to support literacy development
• their school library has an influence on students’ literacy 

development

Over 66% of the Gold Coast principals consider:
• a school library is essential to support literacy development 
• their school library has a great/very great influence 
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Implications of Gold Coast findings …

Small-scale study - indicative findings not generalisable but 

 consistent with larger international studies 

Demonstrates value of school libraries and TLs

 educational outcomes: student literacy & learning, curriculum leadership

 economic terms: by employing one TL a school gains two specialists

 equity:  open to all, supports social interaction and well-being of all students

Need for more extensive Australian research about school libraries and TLs 

 to support policy making for high quality and equity schooling as envisaged 
by the Australian government

Need for adequate and consistent resourcing to ensure school libraries and TLs 
can

 enable students to achieve their full potential.



Resounding endorsement …

A well resourced library and a good TL are 
essential to a whole of school approach to literacy 
development 
(P-12 independent school principal)

If the government truly values school libraries they 
need to fund specialised staff to complete training 
(State secondary school principal)
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